CLOSED
In Observance of Labor Day
Monday September 3, 2018!
Room 1
Ms. Diana, Ms. Estrella, & Ms. Abigail

In the month of August we learned about the shape Oval and the color “Blue”. Our theme for the month is “Open and Close”. We had tons of fun playing with gelatin jiggles for our sensory items. We played with the prop box and explored through different containers. We did art work with the color Blue and made the “Cookie Monster”, fish, birds, and a motorcycle. Also the infants worked on reaching and grasping for rattles.

Welcome to Room 1 Savannah, Ryder, & Jayden.

Look What We Are Learning!

Theme: “Big and Little”
Baby Signs: “Big”
Shape: “Circle”
Songs: “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star”
Color: “Red”
Rhymes: “Eensy, Weensy Spider”
Room 2
Ms. MaryAnn, Ms. Shantel, & Ms. Alyssa

This month we learned about “Open and Close” which was our theme of the month. We learned we can open and close things such as mouths, hands, eyes, boxes, pots, pans, and doors. Our song was “Good Morning to You”. We had fun singing this song and playing to our rhyme “Where is Thumbkin?”. Our shape was an oval so we painted an oval submarine. Our color for the month was blue, we painted a picture of “Cookie Monster”, a butterfly, a bird, and an airplane flying through the blue sky using our footprints and handprints.

Hello to our new friend Ethan, Lucia, & Carter!

Look What We Are Learning!

Theme: “Big and Little”
Baby Signs: “Big”
Shape: “Circle”
Songs: “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star”
Color: “Red”
Rhymes: “Eensy, Weensy Spider”
Parents Night Out

Friday September 14, 2018
6:45pm - 12:00am
425 N. Groenbacher Rd.
San Antonio, Texas 78245
210-679-5478

Open to the public!!

1 Child $40
2 Children $60
$10 Additional Child
We had an awesome August! We learned about “Open and Close” and had fun opening and closing things like the window, our door and our eyes. We learned about the color Blue and created some cool art with our handprints. Summer is over but our classroom fun never ends!
Room 4

Ms. Leslie & Ms. Aubrey

Room 4 had a good time in August, although the heat kicked up, we managed to make the best of it. We learned about “Big Animals” and had fun creating artwork with the theme of the month. We had fun “Mooing” like a cow during our rhyme “This Cow”. We are so excited to have new friends join us in Room 4. August is over and we are so excited to see what September brings us.

Look What We Are Learning!

Theme: “Little Animals”
Baby Signs: “Big”
Shape: “Circle”
Songs: “Pop Goes the Bunny”
Color: “Red”
Rhymes: “Five Little Monkeys”
Fall Pictures

Thursday Sept. 13 - Rooms 1-5
Friday Sept. 14 - Rooms 6-APK
August was a hot one and we continued to cool off and enjoyed our splash day Fridays. We learned about food that is good for us, how it grows and how it tastes. We had fun learning about the Solar System, the planets, the sun, and stars. We ended the month reviewing the summer themes. We are looking forward to the new school year! We would also like to extend a warm welcome to all our new friends and families starting with us in room 5. We look forward to lots of learning and growing with each other this coming school year!
Room 6
Ms. Ashley & Ms. Analise

We started the month learning about “Astronomy”. We learned more about the planets, stars, galaxies, and sun. We created a variety of art pieces that have to do with Astronomy. We also learned about the food groups and which foods are healthy for us and which ones are not so healthy for us.

We’d like to thank all of our parents for the donations for our school supply drive, we greatly appreciated all of it!
Room 7
Ms. Adrianna, Ms. Dana, & Ms. Kayla

This summer was a blast! This month we learned about “Astronomy”, we pretended to be planets orbiting around the sun. We did our best to remember the order of the planets and learned about the food pyramid. The Food Pyramid taught us how important nutrition is for our bodies. The summer may be over but the fun never stops. We are so excited for the beginning of the school year!

Hello to our new friends that started in Room 7!
This month we explored the Universe by learning about the Moon, the Sun, the Stars, and the rest of the galaxy. We made some of our own constellations with paint and glitter. We learned about different foods and what is eaten in different countries. We talked about density and buoyancy and tried to find different things that sink or float. We experimented with 2 eggs to get one float and one sink by adding salt to the water. Welcome to Room 8 Jack, Penelope, Avery, Julian, Alexis, Maya, Alexis, Dylan, Roman, Reagan, & Natalia!
Summer is over but the fun never ends. We ended our summer field trips with a trip to Main Event where we all got to bowl, play games, and feed our tummies with pizza. We also had our Field Day where we played some cool games to beat the heat and also got to throw whipped cream pies in our teachers' faces. We had so much fun this summer but are super excited to get back to school and make new friends!
Room 10

Ms. Jasmyn, & Mr. Gavin

Summer was a blast! We ended it with a trip to Main Event and Field day. We got to play all these fun games and get wet. Our class had so much fun this summer but with the new school year starting we are all excited to go back to school and see what the new school year brings us and meet new friends and our teachers!

Welcome to Room 10 Noah, Luben, Kelsey, & Brooke!